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1. Introduction

To successfully deploy in natural environments, mobile robots
need to traverse both open and confined spaces as well as tran-
sition between terrain types. In recent years, mobile robots have
become increasingly capable of navigating in and around open
natural spaces such as grassy fields, forest underbrush, and steep
hills.[1–6] In confined spaces, novel robot designs such as snake-
like bodies,[7,8] limbs with compliant elements,[9] or robots that
use limb–wall interactions to their advantage[10] have been used
to navigate tunnel environments and complete tasks such as pipe
inspection or tunnel traversal.[11] But so far, less focus has been
given to designing versatile robots that can seamlessly transition

between various types of natural
environments without the addition of
many degrees of freedom (DOF).

When examining classes ofmobile robots
and the spaces they are designed to move
through, we observe that most current
mobile robots are designed with a particular
environment in mind. Their morphology is
then optimized aroundmoving through that
environment. As a result, they do not per-
form well when placed in other environ-
ments. For example, wheeled robots
perform best on smooth, low-roughness
surfaces and cannot traverse large ground
obstacles.[12] Insect-scale compliant robots
can navigate small spaces and tunnels but
cannot move over human-scale terrain or
obstacles much larger than their body
size.[13] Robots with rigid limbs use feed-
back control to walk and run over unstruc-
tured natural terrain but cannot compress to
enter small spaces.

To create the next generation of versatile
exploratory robots that can enter and move about in previously
unmapped spaces, new robot designs will need to be able to adapt
to environments that can change as they move through them.
This can include transitioning between unstructured terrain
and confined spaces, moving quickly through many types of
natural environments, and negotiating confined spaces where
the geometry of the space changes spatially, such as caves and
tunnels.

Our work was inspired by biological examples of animals that
can move robustly through a wide variety of spaces, such as ants
and cockroaches. One strategy that insects often use to navigate
obstacles and fit into small spaces is to modify their effective
width and height. This phenomenon is seen in ants as they tuck
their legs under them to climb through narrow passages.[14] It is
also seen in sandfish lizards, which reduce their effective width
by tucking their legs into their sizes when moving through
sand.[15] Many animals in nature also use body compliance to
squeeze through constrictions. Common examples include octo-
puses squeezing through small holes[16] and cockroaches squeez-
ing under doors.[10] In robotic contexts, previous work has shown
that embedding compliance into robot bodies can increase
stability in cluttered environments.[1,17] Other work has
shown that body compliance can enable locomotion in confined
spaces.[10,18] All of the above examples make use of morphologi-
cal computation, which involves “outsourcing part of control,
sensing and computation tasks to the robot body to be handled
through emergence of functional behaviours due to properties
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Small ground-based robots show promise for locomotion on complex surfaces.
A critical application area for such robots is movement over complex terrain and
within constricted space such as narrow gaps in rubble. To contend with this
terrain complexity, robots typically require high degree-of-freedom (DOF) limbs.
However, for small robot platforms, this approach of high DOF legs is impractical
due to actuator limitations. This presents an opportunity to design robots whose
morphology enables the outsourcing of computational tasks to the robot body
through the use of compliant elements (morphological computation). Herein,
a novel robot appendage is developed that can passively compress in a pro-
grammed direction in response to environmental constrictions. A robot equipped
with these appendages can enter narrow spaces down to 72% of the robot’s
sprawled body width as well as low ceilings down to 68% its freestanding height.
The robot is able to step onto and over small terrain features (1.6� hip height)
and navigate various natural terrain types with ease. The results show that these
compressible appendages enable versatile robot locomotion for robot exploration
in previously unmapped environments.
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such as architectured kinematics, compliance, natural resonance,
damping and friction”.[19] In this way, control and actuation
complexity can be reduced through body design.

Our robot appendages were inspired by previous work on ant
locomotion in tunnels, where it was found that in unconfined
environments, ants use a wide, sprawled posture, but when com-
pressed in tunnels, they narrow their sprawl and shorten their
effective leg length by drawing their legs under their bodies.[14]

We implemented these design principles in a robot system using
telescoping appendages, which achieved the same sprawl and leg
length modifications that we see in ants, but through different
mechanisms.

We demonstrate that our compliant appendages allow a robot
to passively squeeze into small tunnels and under low ceilings
and enable locomotion in confined spaces without sacrificing fast
and stable locomotion in natural environments. In this work, we
present the design of a telescoping leg robot that enables versatile
movement in confined spaces (Figure 1a). Our robot can pas-
sively compress in response to environmental constrictions
and shrink its effective body width and height through the
use of collapsing leg segments (Figure 1b). We demonstrate that
these appendages allow a robot to passively squeeze into small
tunnels and under low ceilings and enable locomotion in
confined spaces without sacrificing fast and stable locomotion
in natural environments.

2. Background

Current metrics of success for mobile robots deployed in the wild
are often evaluated through demonstrations across various types
of natural terrain, as well as ability to traverse large obstacles,
often quantified as maximum step height a robot can traverse

as a function of hip height.[13] In a similar vein, in Figure 2,
we seek to quantify existing robots on performance in confined
spaces, defined as the ability to modify body cross section to fit
into constrictions of varying dimensions. Figure 2a demonstrates
the maximum possible height and width compression that
current mobile robots are able to achieve relative to the robot’s
freestanding dimensions. For example, a 30% width compres-
sion means that the robot can decrease its body width by
30%, resulting in a body width that is 70% of the freestanding
body width.

2.1. Robots in Confined Spaces

Current robots employ several methods to navigate confined
spaces that are smaller than their geometry would normally
allow. One solution available to robots with a large number of
DOF is to reposition joints and limbs to enact maneuvers such
as crouching or drawing limbs in from sprawled to more com-
pressed postures.[3,5,20–24] However modifying body cross section
in this manner can be slow and computationally intensive. Other
mobile robots circumvent this by taking advantage of body com-
pliance[1,10,25,26] to passively squeeze into small spaces. Some
examples include flexible shells to squeeze under low ceilings[10]

and flexible legs to squeeze through small gaps.[27] This type of
strategy falls in the general category of morphological computa-
tion, where the mechanism for body shape change in response to
environmental conditions is embedded into the body of the
robot.[19] This approach can allow robots to use simple, open-loop
strategies to passively adjust to variable terrain features without
the need for complex sensing or control.[17]

In Figure 2a, we show the maximum body compression along
the largest body dimension for many popular mobile-legged

Figure 1. Robot with passively telescoping legs. a) Robot walking between two flat walls. b) Internal structure of a single leg consisting of 3D-printed leg
segments with internal springs. c) Robot system consisting of an on board battery, control board, and four continuously rotating motors. Robot with
telescoping legs fully extended, partially compressed, and fully compressed in a channel.
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robots[1,10,21,24,25,27–29] (see Table S1, Supporting Information,
for details). Although points in this plot capture the limits of
possible shape change, it lacks nuance as to actual achievable
robot geometries by making the assumption that a robot body
is a compressible volume and height, and width compression
can be achieved independently. Functionally, this is often not
the case.

To further estimate how legged robots can adapt to different
confined volumes, we make a constant volume assumption for
their body reconfiguration capability. We assume that as body
height decreases, to accommodate lower height confines the
width must increase accordingly. In Figure 2b, we show results
from this analysis for four representative robot platforms. We
observe that in all cases, there is a tradeoff between accommo-
dating height and width confinement due to the constant volume
nature of many-legged robots (Figure 2b blue, red and yellow
curves).

When plotting robot compression, positive values correspond to
decreasing a dimension of a robot body and negative values
correspond to expanding a dimension of a robot body. Points
in the shaded regions correspond to robot geometries, as well
as the cross-sectional dimensions of tunnels that each robot
can traverse with an appropriate change in geometry. Using this
method, one can evaluate the range of confined spaces that a robot
can access and move within. These observations demonstrate the
need for compressible volume robots and robot appendages that
can compress in 1D without expanding in another.

3. Design

3.1. Leg Geometry

Our robot appendages featured a telescoping design inspired
from work done on concentric tube actuators.[30–32] This design
enabled leg compression without expansion in another dimen-
sion by allowing the leg to collapse into itself. Our appendages
differed in form and function from other concentric tube
designs[33,34] by the addition of internal springs between each
leg segment. This allowed the appendages to support the robot
body weight with minimal spring (and thus leg) compression. To
maximize freestanding body height, we attached the appendages
to the robot body in an orientation such that the internal springs
were primarily pointed in the horizontal direction, minimizing
spring compression in the vertical direction that would occur due
to the robot’s body weight. We hypothesized that there existed an
optimal leg spring stiffness that was low enough to allow passive
compression when interacting with narrow walls but also high
enough to support the weight of the robot without collapsing
inwards.

The leg surface geometry was created in unity using an open-
source design tool.[32] Using this tool, we created a six-segment
nested telescoping structure that followed the path of a cubic
Bézier curve (Figure 3b). Each segment consisted of a hollow cyl-
inder of decreasing radius with two guiding grooves running
along the inside of each cylinder to inhibit rotation between
segments. We adjusted parameters such as leg curvature, leg
segment taper rate, wall thickness, and gap width between leg
segments to fabricate legs that would telescope smoothly into
each other with minimal friction between segments.

Each segment was held into the leg assembly by a lip at the
proximal end of the cylinder. A flat plate was press fit into the end
of each cylinder and a spring attached to each flat plate. Each
spring faced internally into the body of the cylinder
(Figure 3a). These springs spanned from flat plate to flat plate
and were compressed when the legs telescoped in to each other.

Figure 2. Current landscape of legged robot locomotion in confined
spaces (See Table S1, Supporting Information, for details). a) Classes
of mobile robots graphed on ability to modify body width and height to
enter a confined space. Axes display maximum possible body height or
width compression as a percentage of freestanding robot height and
width, where larger means able to compress more in that dimension.
b) Achievable geometries for four classes of robots. Positive values
correspond to body compression and negative values correspond to body
expansion. Points in the shaded regions represent achievable robot
geometries, as well as tunnel cross sections that each robot can produce
a valid geometry to traverse.
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3.2. Leg Fabrication

The segments and end caps were printed individually out of acry-
lonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) on a commercially available 3D
printer (Prusa Research). During the printing process, we tai-
lored various parameters for the specific printer model and fila-
ment material, so that the segments would nest tightly to reduce
deflection in directions other than along the length of the spline.
Printing parameters were also tuned to minimize friction
between pieces to allow the leg segments to telescope smoothly
into each other. These parameters included taper angle of each
segment, gap width between consecutive segments, and the size
and shape of the internal guiding grooves (Table S2, Supporting
Information).

Once printed, the spring caps were assembled by gluing one
end of each of the five springs to one face of each of the five larg-
est end caps. An exploded view of the leg components can be
seen in Figure 3a. The leg was then assembled, sequentially start-
ing from the smallest segment by press-fitting a spring cap into
the distal end of the segment followed by inserting the segment
into its next larger neighbor and repeating the process until all
segments are assembled. The fully assembled leg can be seen
attached to a robot in Figure 1a.

3.3. Robot Platform

Our robot platform consisted of four telescoping appendages
mounted to four high-torque servo motors (dynamixel series).
The robot was controlled via an Arbotix-M board and powered
by an on-board lithium polymer (Li–Po) battery. The motors, con-
trol board, and battery were mounted to a flat plate of laser-cut
acrylic, which served as the robot backbone. The robot used a
continuous angular rotation diagonal coupled gait. The full
dimensions of the robot platform were 31 cm in width, 20 cm
in length, and 7.75 cm in height. The dimensions of a single
leg were 8.8 cm in width and 5.5 cm in height. The weight of
a single leg was 29.2 g and the weight of the assembled robot
system was 830 g.

4. Modeling and Simulation

4.1. Leg Model

To predict the passive compression abilities of an appendage, we
created a model of the motion of a single leg interacting with
obstacles. The goal of the model was to determine how changing

Figure 3. Leg design and model. a) Internal structure of a single leg consisting of 3D-printed leg segments with internal springs attached to plates located
at the end of each leg segment. Leg is assembled sequentially. b) Top-down view of a leg interacting with an angled wall where P0 through P3 are control
points for the Bézier spline that defines the leg, θ is the angle by which the leg rotates around the hip joint, L is the width of the leg, H is the height of the
leg (hip height), α is the angle of a wall with respect to the robot direction of motion, ϕ ¼ 90� α is the wall normal, and β is the angle between the leg
spline tangent and phi.
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leg shape affected the passive compression ability of the legs. We
first modeled a single leg interacting with a sidewall in order to
predict the passive compression behavior of the robot walking
through a narrow channel.

The fully extended leg is modeled and defined by a cubic
Bézier spline with control points P0 through P3. To create the
leg segments, the spline was subdivided into six segments.
The spline was defined as

B̃ðtÞ ¼ ð1� tÞ3P0 þ 3ð1� tÞ2tP1 þ 3ð1� tÞt2P2 þ t3P3, t ∈ ½0, 1�
(1)

In each gait cycle, the motor rotated the leg by θ around the
motor axis x to give leg position

B̃ðθ, tÞ ¼ RxðθÞB̃ðtÞ (2)

where P0 ! P3 ∈ ℝ3 were spline control points originating in
the xz plane with P0 ¼ [0, 0, 0] in the base of the leg frame
(Figure 3b).

As a leg encountered a flat wall obstacle positioned at angle ϕ
with respect to the robot direction of motion (Figure 3b), a side-
wall normal can be written as Nðx, y, zÞ ¼ ðsinϕ, 0, cosϕÞ and a
ground normal can be written as N ¼ ð0, 1, 0Þ. The angle β
between the tangent to the leg spline and the normal to the wall
was used to determine the component of force causing spring
compression in the leg.

cos βðθ, tÞ ¼
�
�
�
�

B0ðθ, tÞ ⋅ N
jB0ðθ, tÞjjNj

�
�
�
�

(3)

When the robot moved forward in a channel, the force
compressing the internal springs is the component of the trac-
tion force pointed in the direction of the leg spline. This force is
written as

FcðθÞ ¼ T cosϕ cos β, where T ¼ mg tanðμÞ is the traction
force generated by the robot while walking, μ is the friction
coefficient between the robot leg and the ground, and m is
the mass of the robot. The forces opposing leg compression were
the sliding friction between the segments Ff ðθÞ ¼ T cosϕ sin β
and the spring’s restoring force.

We used this model to calculate the leg length change of each
segment caused by the compression force described above as a
leg interacted with a wall of angle ϕ. During a cycle, passive leg
compression was maximized when θ ¼ 3π

2 which corresponded
to when the leg was pointed forward (in the xz plane).

4.2. Walking Robot Simulation

To determine the optimal spring stiffness for the springs inside
the telescoping legs, we simulated the robot traversing two high
walls of varying width and swept through a range of spring stiff-
ness values, observing the resulting speed of the robot through
the channel (Figure 6a). The variance between trials can be
accounted for by varying the initial phase of the robot legs
between simulation runs. We used a simulation environment tai-
lored to robotic systems (CoppeliaSim) running a popular rigid
body dynamics solver (Bullet 2.78). The spring-mediated
telescoping action was simulated by attaching virtual prismatic

joints in the spring-damper mode between the leg segments.
In the simulation, we set the sliding friction between leg
segments to zero in order to more closely examine the dynamic
robot behavior and the interactions the robot legs had with their
environment, eliminating the within-leg interactions seen in the
analytical model above.

5. Results

5.1. Model Fitting

After developing a leg compression model that accounted for
internal friction, we investigated howmodifying parameters such
as leg stiffness and leg shape could minimize the force needed to
compress the legs across a range of channel angles. We first mea-
sured the force–displacement compression curves of 3D- printed
appendages using a motorized test stand (Mark-10 ESM750S,
Figure 4a). We then used these curves to estimate a lumped
parameter value for the friction coefficient μs between leg seg-
ments (μs ¼ .75). This parameter accounted for fabrication-
induced friction such as layer roughness and print direction.

Figure 4. Force versus displacement test on a single leg. a) Force–
displacement test setup. b) Force displacement tests were performed
on telescoping legs of two stiffnesses in order to determine a lumped
parameter value for the model that describes the friction between leg
segments within a leg.
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Using this value, our model matched experimental curves for
both a very stiff leg (k¼ 500) and an optimal stiffness leg
(k¼ 250), interacting with a representative wall of angle
α ¼ π=6 from parallel (Figure 4b).

5.2. Optimal Leg Shape

After matching our model to experimental curves, we investi-
gated the effect of spline shape on the passive compressive ability
of the telescoping legs while the robot is inside a channel. We
examined how the maximum leg compression varied as the
spline shape changed with the goal of choosing a leg shape that
would offer high passive compression when it encountered walls
of a wide range of orientations with respect to the leg.

We found that the passive leg compression in both the
horizontal and vertical directions was dependent on the
shape of the spline and that the optimal shape consisted
of a spline with control points P0 ¼ ð0, 0Þ,

P1 ¼ ðL=2� 1.46, 0Þ, P2 ¼ ðL=2þ 1.46,HÞ, and P3 ¼ ðL,HÞ
(see Figure 5a,b). A spline with these control points achieved
a passive width compression of on average 82.4% of the com-
pressible length of the leg (Figure 5a) and a height compression
of 79% (Figure 5b) when walking through channels with contact
wall angles ranging from 0 (parallel) to π=4 radians. We found
that leg compressibility varies depending on the angle of the
channel walls (Figure 5c,d).

5.3. Optimal Leg Stiffness

We next used simulation to determine the optimal stiffness for the
springs embedded in the legs. We simulated how varying the stiff-
ness of the springs between leg segments affected the walking
speed of the robot inside a channel. Intuitively, we expected the
optimal spring stiffness to be a balance of a high-enough stiffness
to support the weight of the robot, but also a low-enough stiffness
so that the legs would compress when confined in a channel.

Figure 5. Maximum achievable passive leg compression when interacting with walls over a range of spline shapes. a) Maximum leg compression in the
horizontal direction that can be achieved passively by the force of the robot leg hitting a wall as spline shape varies. Representative spline shapes are
shown along the axis. Line and shaded region correspond to the average and standard deviation for maximum leg compression over walls ranging from 0
to π=4 rad. b) Maximum leg compression in the vertical direction that can be achieved passively, averaged over a range of wall angles. c) Passive width
compression varies depending on the angle of the wall the limb is interacting with and the shape of the spline. d) Passive height compression varies
similarly.
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In the simulation, the robot began in open flat ground and
then was funneled into a narrow channel. Channel widths were
varied from 100% robot body width (legs were completely
uncompressed while walking in the channel) to 70% robot body
width (legs were compressed 30% while walking in the channel).
We then measured the time to traverse the channel to obtain
robot walking speed in the channel (Figure 6b). We varied the
starting phase of the legs between trials, which is reflected in
the error bars in Figure 6b.

Our simulation results showed that the optimal spring stiff-
ness for maximizing robot speed in a channel was dependent
on the width of the channel (Figure 6b). We averaged perfor-
mance over a range of moderately narrow channels (70–90%
of the unconstrained robot width) and chose a spring stiffness
of k¼ 250 to implement on our robot platform.

5.4. Leg Stiffness Validation on Robot Platform

We attached legs of various stiffnesses to our experimental plat-
form and showed that the optimal stiffness legs performed best
in a wide range of scenarios. We fabricated three robot platforms:
one featuring telescoping legs with no springs, one with internal
springs of the optimal spring stiffness found in simulation
(k¼ 250), and one featuring stiff springs (k¼ 500). We compared

walking performance of these three robots through a channel
formed from two vertical acrylic plates and found that, over a
wide range of narrow channels, the robot with the optimal spring
stiffness was able to walk faster than the robot with stiff internal
springs (Figure 7a), with exception of unconfined walking, where
the speed was similar. The large speed decrease in the stiff legs
can be explained by the intuition that if one forces a leg with very
stiff springs to compress a large amount, the restoring force
results in the legs jamming themselves between the walls,
hindering progress.

The robot equipped with legs with no internal springs resulted
in each leg fully collapsing into itself, resulting in what was func-
tionally a wheel composed of the largest leg segment. The length
of these legs was not variable, and their speed was constant and
dependent on wheel radius. Although these wheel legs resulted
in a narrower overall body width, they were not able to achieve
the same maximum speeds as their legged counterparts in less
confined spaces (Figure 7a). Additionally, these wheel legs were
unable to navigate tall steps or natural terrain with large features.

5.5. Speed Dependence on Leg Length

Robot walking speed is a function of stride length and stride
frequency. On this robot platform, stride length was directly

Figure 6. Simulation to determine optimal spring stiffness. a) Simulation setup in CoppeliaSim. b) Robot walking speed in channels of various widths and
with legs of varying stiffness. Starting phase of legs was varied between trials (n¼ 5). Dotted lines depict the stiffness values for the two legs tested
experimentally: blue for the optimal stiffness case and red for the too stiff case.
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proportional to the hip height of the robot, which was a function
of leg length (Figure 7b). We experimentally validated the depen-
dence of speed on leg length by fixing the legs in partially com-
pressed positions and measuring walking speed over flat ground
(N¼ 3). This relationship motivated the need for long but com-
pressible appendages to maximize speed in open terrain yet still
allow confined spaces to be accessible. The speed drop-off seen in
confined spaces (Figure 7a) was also be explained by this relation-
ship: narrow channels caused greater leg compression, which
resulted in a speed that was proportional to that compressed
leg length.

5.6. Robot Demonstrations

In the following section, we demonstrate that our robot is
successful at navigating many diverse natural environments
including confined spaces, steps, and rough ground. All trials
were conducted with the robot platform and walking gait
described in Section 3.3, with N¼ 3.

5.6.1. Entering and Traversing Narrow Channels

Our robot was capable of transitioning from free walking to
entering an angled and narrowing tunnel narrower than the
robot’s body width (Figure 8a) and walked in both parallel and
angled channels. Channel widths tested ranged from 25 to
35 cm in width and speed was measured over a channel length
of 90 cm. The uncompressed robot width was 30.5 cm. At chan-
nel widths larger than 80%, the robot was able to enter and walk
inside with a success rate of 100%. The minimum channel width
the robot was able to enter and walk through was 72% of the
robot’s uncompressed width, with a success rate of 50%. This
was close to the theoretical limit of 65% of the robot’s uncom-
pressed width, which was determined by the total width of the
rigid components of the robot body.

In both simulation and experiment, we demonstrated that
robot speed decreased as gap width increased. We also demon-
strated that the robot with optimal leg stiffness moved through
confined spaces faster than the robot featuring stiffer legs
(Figure 7a). Although there were statistically significant differen-
ces between simulation and experiment, we saw good shape
agreement for both stiffness tested. In the k ¼ 250 case, as
the channel narrowed, both simulation and experiment showed
a slow performance decrease followed by a more rapid perfor-
mance decrease. In the k ¼ 500 case the simulation and experi-
ment had similar slopes with somemagnitude discrepancies. We
hypothesize that the differences in magnitude may be due to the
simulation not appropriately capturing the effects of sliding
friction between leg segments.

5.6.2. Squeezing under Low Roofs

The robot legs were able to passively compress to squeeze the
robot under a low roof that is 68% of freestanding body height
(Figure 8b) with an 100% success rate. This compression was in
part driven by leg compression and in part driven by the pitch
and roll motion of the alternating quadruped gait, which
increased the amount the leg segments are pointed toward
the ceiling during portions of the leg cycle, bringing β closer
to parallel with the wall normal. Freestanding robot height
was 11 cm and the maximum height a leg achieved during each
cycle due to the unstable gait was 14 cm.

5.6.3. Step Traversal

These appendages also performed well at tasks such as step
traversal. Our robot reliably climbed onto and over obstacles
1.6� its hip height (N¼ 5 with an 100% success rate), which
is consistent with existing legged robot traversal abilities.[13]

Figure 7. Robot walking speed in narrow channels. a) Speed versus
channel width for a robot equipped with spring legs of optimal and
nonoptimal stiffnesses, as well as with telescoping legs with no internal
springs, which fully collapse into the largest segment, creating a
consistent, wheel-like rolling motion with the largest segment serving
as a wheel. b) Speed over flat ground is dependent on leg length. Legs
were constrained to a fixed length and speed was measured in flat, open
terrain (N¼ 3).
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5.6.4. Natural Terrain Locomotion

Our robot was also able to walk successfully over several types of
unstructured terrain. We demonstrated successful locomotion
over tufted grass (average length¼ 3 cm, average diameter of
tufts¼ 20 cm, dry conditions), loose river rock (average
diameter¼ 5 cm, depth¼ 15 cm, smooth surface finish, loosely
packed, dry conditions), mulch (average length¼ 2 cm,
depth¼ 10 cm, loosely packed, dry conditions), and a sharp rock
field (rock diameters ranging from 1–15 cm, depth¼ 5–10 cm,
rough surface finish, loosely packed, dry conditions).

Over a distance over 1.2m, the robot traversed tufted grass
(Figure 8d) with an average speed of 16.1 cm s�1

(σ¼ .3 cm s�1, N¼ 3), river rock (Figure 8e) with an average
speed of 18.7 cm s�1 (N¼ 3), loose mulch (Figure 8f ) with an
average speed of 16.1 cm s�1 (σ¼ 1.03 cm s�1, N¼ 3), and
jagged rock (Figure 8g) with an average speed of 14.8 cm s�1

(σ¼ .97 cm s�1, N¼ 3). Over terrain with uniform features
(tufted grass, river rock, loose mulch), the robot was able to main-
tain a constant speed, but over nonuniform terrain such as the
sharp rock field, the robot occasionally lost traction and would
spin in place for up to one leg cycle before regaining traction
and resuming forward progress.

In summary, the intrinsic compliance of the telescoping struc-
tures created dynamic stability over many types of unstructured
terrain. The main limiting factor was in the size of obstacles: the
robot was not able to reliably climb over obstacles protruding
more than about 8 cm from the surrounding obstacles, which
was consistent with the 1.6� hip height limitation found in
the step traversal tests.

6. Conclusion

In this work, we have presented the design of a telescoping
appendage that allowed a robot to modify its leg length in
response to environmental constrictions without added actuation
or power requirements. We optimized the shape and stiffness of
these telescoping appendages and demonstrated that a robot
equipped with these appendages can passively enter narrow
channels and move quickly through them. We have also demon-
strated that a robot equipped with these appendages successfully
navigated natural terrain obstacles such as rough ground and tall
steps.

In the future, active stiffness modulation between leg seg-
ments could allow stiffness tuning in response to terrain type:
for example, high stiffness while walking over flat ground and
lower stiffness when moving through confined spaces. Active
control of stiffness for enhancing legged locomotion has been
studied in other works.[9,35,36] Additionally, low-power adjustable
stiffness mechanisms[37–39] offer the possibility of incorporating
tunable stiffness without drastically increasing power
requirements.

The appendages presented in this work offer exciting oppor-
tunities for translation to smaller scales where manufacturing,
powering, and actuating many DOFs become difficult.
Creating versatility through morphology can reduce actuated
DOFs and reduce power needs. At small scales (10�3–10�1 m fea-
tures), the ability to navigate body-sized obstacles becomes
increasingly important, since this scale of terrain presents much
more height variation and constriction, relative to body size, than
large-scale terrain (101 m features).[40,41] At the lower limit of

Figure 8. Robot in the wild. a) Demonstration of robot walking between narrowing walls whose minimum width is 72% freestanding body width.
b) Demonstration of robot walking under a low ceiling 68% of freestanding height. c) Robot climbing over a step (1.6� hip height). d–g) Robot walking
over unstructured terrain (tufted grass, river rock, mulch, variable size crushed granite).
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miniaturization, the prismatic system presented in this work
becomes difficult to fabricate, and frictional effects between
leg segments greatly limit the performance of sliding
components. Future miniaturized designs could replace sliding
components with flexure-based collapsing designs.

In this work, we developed a collapsible leg that enables
navigation of complex terrain using minimal control feedback.
This passive alternative to high-DOF limbs can enable the design
of smaller robots without sacrificing terrain adaptability or ver-
satile movement. The ability for a robot to modify body size is
useful when looking to deploy robots in environments with
unknown features and obstacles such as cave systems or building
rubble. In these situations, it is often not possible to predeter-
mine the types of obstacles a robot may encounter and it is advan-
tageous to have a robot that can respond to constrictions of
varying geometries. In the future, designs that use morphologi-
cal computation to reduce actuation requirements can enable
small and versatile robots for applications such as search and
rescue, disaster response, mapping of small interior spaces,
and exploration in caves and tunnels.
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